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KineMaster is a professional chroma key effect that is compatible with all of your digital video cameras and camcorders, offering batch processing to apply
green screens in a matter of seconds. KineMaster includes powerful chroma key tools, such as the ability to adjust the RGB color, apply color shifts and

modify the chroma key mode, as well as a wide range of color, brightness, sharpness and contrast tools to further enhance the chroma key effect. Cinestudio
is a Windows-only editor that offers a Chroma Key feature that lets you easily replace background images, and even apply variable transparency over your
foreground elements. In addition to being able to selectively remove portions of the background, you can also control the size and position of the rendering
mask. Cinestudio additionally offers support for basic chroma keying tools, such as blue and green screens. PixColor is a free, open source software that lets

you remove backgrounds, cut out people or objects from images, and animate them. You can use the program to remove the background from an image,
either by selecting a key color that removes all background colors other than the chosen one, or by specifying an area that is to be removed. The results are
automatically saved in various image formats that you can easily edit or process further with other software. PixColor also includes a variety of chroma key

tools that let you refine the removal of specific colors in foreground subjects, or adjust colors in the image to create the desired effect. Seraph is a video and
photo software that runs on Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7, 8, or 10. This software allows you to add a foreground to your images and videos in real time.

The major advantage is that this software does not require an image to be positioned before chroma key, but it does requires a key to be positioned. In
contrast to the Seraph, the WeVideo chroma key effect, is quick and easy, and it doesn’t require a key position. If you don’t have a key position, then

download the free WeVideo trial.
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Green Screen FX has a robust set of features, most of them free of charge. You have 16 foreground
and 16 background colors to choose from, and can even add 2D or 3D effects to the background.

With Green Screen FX you can create content for a variety of online social networks, such as
YouTube, FaceBook, Instagram, Twitter, and more. Spotlight on the best chroma key software for

Mac. NeatVideo is one of the more simplistic chroma key software for Mac available. It can be a little
slow at times, though, and might be difficult to use for intermediate users. The software itself lacks a
few extra features that are found on some of the other Mac apps on this roundup, but those of you
who are looking for a simple solution will be pleased to find that it can be a useful choice for your

green screen needs. NeatVideo offers two controls that are specific to the Chroma Key tab: setting
the Chroma Key layer transparency and the Chroma Key highlight color. Both are determined in the

top right corner of the preview pane, a handy addition. Finally, Spotlight on the best chroma key
software for Mac features a four tab system (Playback, Video, Chroma Key and Effects) that makes it

easy to select achroma key solution. Though we were particularly impressed with Zoom and
SpectaChroma as green screen tools that offer professional results, one of our favorites is CINEMA
4D, which is a full 3D modeling and rendering program. The software can simulate a variety of film

and video effects, and the Chroma Keying tool is one of its most versatile tools. The software comes
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with over 80 tutorial movies to get you started. The Chroma Keying effect can be used in many
ways: Chunks, Solid, Shapes, Cylinders, Cube, Prisms, Hexagon, Octagon, and Polygons in various
sizes and distortions, as well as the ability to fill in the color of the background and even create full

3D models from clips loaded in C4D’s built-in utility. 5ec8ef588b
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